Brother’s New Range of
ADS Network Scanners

Hardware That Lasts. Software That Excels.

For PC, Mac, Linux and anybody with a stack of documents.

ADS-3600W Wireless High Speed Network Scanner
The flagship model of the new ADS
scanner range, Brother’s ADS-3600W
merges premium duplex scanning
hardware and a feature-rich software
package at a highly competitive price.

Engineered for high performance and low
maintenance
As innovative as it is robust, Brother’s ADS-3600W
boasts precision made hardware designed to withstand
a 5,000 sheet daily duty capacity[2].
The ADS-3600W protects your original documents and
ensures the highest levels of productivity thanks to its
jam sensor, multi-feed detection and advanced reverse
roller system technology.

Intuitive touchscreen unlocks a wealth of
features
Create your own profiles of up to 48 shortcuts and scan
directly to PC, web, network, email server, USB, apps
(including Microsoft Office - Word, Excel & Powerpoint)
and the cloud via the 9.3cm LCD colour touchscreen.

Perfect for business cards and extra
long paper
Our scanners are built to handle double sided, mixed
batches of everything from plastic business cards and
pen marked expenses receipts to multi-page contracts
and extra long[10] 5,000mm paper at weights from 27
to 413 gsm[1].

Wired and wireless network for increased
flexibility
All Brother ADS models allow you to scan to your
network and beyond with truly PC-free scanning. The
ADS-3600W offers even greater connectivity thanks to
its wireless network support.

USB 3.0

UP TO

600dpi

Advanced image processing and premium
software included
Transform everyday documents into powerful digital
assets with a suite of complete programs including
ABBYY FineReader Professional for PC and Mac,
ABBYY PDF Transformer+ and Nuance PaperPort 14 SE
for PC plus Brother’s own user-friendly Control Center
workstation for PC and Mac.
Industry-standard ISIS and TWAIN drivers ensure
effortless integration into document management
systems while a range of advanced image processing
functions intuitively prepare and clean scanned files,
improving the quality of the scanned image for all your
digitization needs.

Access, edit and share from anywhere

Bespoke workflow via Brother Solutions
Interface (BSI)

Scan directly to a variety of cloud services or go mobile and scan
to your staff’s smart phone and tablet devices with Brother’s
own iPrint&Scan app. This allows for multiple user collaboration,
streamlined storage management and peace of mind in the event
of disaster recovery.

Featured on both the ADS-3600W and ADS-2800W,
BSI is a platform that helps third-party developers and
system integrators easily merge customised solutions
with compatible Brother devices.

Certified for use from Kofax

NFC makes scanning and security easy

Brother’s entire ADS 2.0 scanner range (ADS-2400N, ADS2800W, ADS-3000N and ADS-3600W) have been officially
certified by for use with Kofax VRS® (VirtualReScan) Elite
software to verify their capability of delivering a premium
standard of document capture.

Near Field Communications can be used to protect
confidential info by requiring users to tap their ID card
on the device to unlock it.

Buyers Lab: Award for Outstanding A4 Network
Scanner
Following an exhaustive 25,000 scan durability test, Buyers Lab
presented the ADS-3600W with their Certificate of Reliability,
a Highly Recommended citation and a special 2016 Summer
Pick honour for Outstanding A4 Network Scanner. Buyers
Lab stated: “The 50-ppm Brother ADS-3600W’s robust media
handling capabilities, better than average speeds and superb
software bundle would be enough to praise its performance.
However, its network scan functionality adds a degree of
versatility not typically seen on such an affordably positioned
device.”

ADS-3000N

High Speed Network Scanner

A dependable office essential for higher volume scan needs,
Brother’s ADS-3000N easily handles 50 pages per minute and up
to 5,000 sheets a day[2]. Ideal for hard copy based businesses or
disaster recovery planning, the ADS-3000N is built for an efficient
and user-friendly drive towards digital archiving.
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USB 3.0

• Rapid double sided colour scans (up to 50 pages per minute / 100
images per minute)
• GigE wired network and SuperSpeed USB 3.0 connectivity
• 50 sheet mixed batch document capacity
• TWAIN and ISIS drivers for optimum performance
• Contains advanced image processing features
• Premium software essentials included for PC and Mac[3]
• Certified for use from document capture experts Kofax
• Certificate of Reliability and Recommended lab test report from Buyers
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ADS-2800W Wireless Network Scanner
The upgraded ADS-2800W adds a staff-friendly colour LCD
touchscreen and wireless connectivity to its stockpile of officeready features. This is ideal for quickly scanning to cloud services
and emails, freeing up the user to focus on other core business
tasks.

UP TO
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USB 2.0

• Fast double sided colour scans (up to 30 pages per minute / 60 images
per minute)
• GigE wired network, Hi-Speed USB 2.0 and Wi-Fi connectivity
• 50 sheet mixed batch document capacity
• Lockable 9.3cm colour LCD touchscreen
• TWAIN and ISIS drivers for optimum performance
• Contains advanced image processing features
• Premium software essentials included for PC and Mac[3]
• Certified for use from document capture experts Kofax
• Certificate of Reliability and Highly Recommended lab test report from
Buyers Lab

ADS-2400N

Network Scanner

This powerful, affordable and space-saving network scanner
boasts great scan speeds, user-friendly software, easily
programmable keys and compatibility across a range of document
types, drivers and operating systems. The ADS-2400N is capable
of scanning up to 3,000 sheets per day[2].

• Fast double sided colour scans (up to 30 pages per minute / 60 images
per minute)
• GigE wired network and Hi-Speed USB 2.0 connectivity
• 50 sheet mixed batch document capacity
• TWAIN and ISIS drivers for optimum performance
• Contains advanced image processing features
• Premium software essentials included for PC and Mac[3]
• Certified for use from document capture experts Kofax
• Certificate of Reliability and Highly Recommended lab test report from
Buyers Lab

Robust hardware built for the long run
Diverse paper handling and fast output
The new Brother scanners can handle a range of double sided media as well as
embossed plastic card up to 1.4mm thickness and 27-413 gsm paper weights via
the detachable A4-ready ADF (Automatic Document Feeder). The easy to use range
offers rapid, richly detailed scans at up to 50 pages a minute (or 100 images per
minute double sided) at 300dpi - ideal for quickly handling important batch jobs.

Advanced reverse roller system
This advanced system manages incoming bulk paper jobs so only one sheet is
processed at a time, for outstanding reliability when scanning a variety of document
types and weights.

Multi-feed detection
This system uses sound waves to identify potential misfeeds. The paper pathway
is automatically suspended and the user alerted if an irregular signal is detected,
reducing the risk of damaged documents and lost data. Plus, an inbuilt jam sensor
on the ADS-3000N and ADS-3600W models expertly controls the flow of documents
safely at high speeds.
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Industry-Leading Image Processing
Paper detection processing features
These key features automatically detect the correct dimensions of the inputted
pages and amends the outputted files so the user doesn’t have to edit manually
or rescan.
Range features include: Auto Deskew, Auto Image Rotation, Detect End of Page.

Page control processing features
Brother scanners are designed to recognise and optimise a variety of mixed
document types to output them as efficiently as possible. For example, blank
page scans can be automatically detected and removed, reducing file size when
sharing and saving paper when printing.
Range features include: Plastic Card Mode, Margin Setting, Edge Filling, Skip
Blank Page, 1 Sheet Scan, Continuous Scan, Multi-Feed Detection, Margin
Setting, Carrier Sheet Mode.

Image quality processing features
Advanced image processing features clean scanned documents, ensuring
important information is captured accurately. This results in less ink wastage
when documents are printed, reduces file sizes for sharing and generates a clearly
legible article when reading. This means less time spent manually correcting and
preparing documents, and more time spent focusing on the core of your business.
Range features include: B&W Threshold Adjust, Greyscale Adjust, Colour Tone
Adjust, Auto Colour Detect Adjust, Background Processing, Colour Drop-Out,
Boldface Formatting, Blurred Character Correction, Edge Emphasis, Noise
Reduction, Punch Hole Removal.

Powerful Imaging Drivers & Software Included
Brother Control Center and BRAdmin
Professional 3
Easy to use scan software from Brother offering the
essentials in one place: support, device settings
management, image processing features and various
“scan to” options.

Nuance PaperPort 14 SE
Used by millions worldwide, PaperPort lets the
user scan documents as well as storing, viewing,
editing and converting the digital files via one simple,
powerful program.

ABBYY FineReader

TWAIN 2.2, ISIS, WIA, ICA and SANE
drivers

ABBYY FineReader Professional (available with the ADS3000N and ADS-3600W models) is one of the world’s most
renowned pieces of OCR (Optical Character recognition)
software. Designed to end the retyping and reformatting
of documents, it supports up to 190 languages for text
recognition.

These essential drivers ensure effortless integration
into document management systems and imaging
solutions across Windows, Mac and Linux operating
systems.

ABBYY FineReader Sprint (available with the ADS-2400N
and ADS-2800W models) quickly converts scanned
documents into editable formats including Microsoft Word
and Excel while retaining fonts, tables and layouts.

ABBYY PDF Transformer+

ABBYY PDF Transformer+
ABBYY PDF Transformer+ allows you to quickly create,
read, convert, comment, edit, password protect and
share PDF documents.

ABBYY PDF Transformer+ allows you to quickly
create, read, convert, comment, edit, password
protect and share PDF documents.

ADS 2.0 Scanner Range Specification Overview
ADS-2400N

ADS-2800W

ADS-3000N

ADS-3600W

Connectivity
NFC (Near Field Communication)
IEEE 802.11b/g/n (Infrastructure Mode/Ad-hoc Mode) IEEE 802.11g (Wi-Fi Direct)
GigE wired network
SuperSpeed USB 3.0
Hi-Speed USB 2.0

Document handling
Plastic cards (embossed up to 1.4mm)
Long paper scan up to 5,000mm [*10]
50 sheet ADF capacity [*6]

Visit: http://support.brother.com/
for downloads and to register your product.

Scan performance
[1] For best performance it is recommended to use a carrier sheet for the following weights:
27-39 gsm

Up to 50ppm (A4 portrait)[*7] / 100ipm at 300dpi

[2] Maximum number of scanned pages per day can be used to compare designed durability
between like Brother products. For maximum scanner life, it is best to choose a scanner with
a duty cycle that far exceeds your scan requirements

Up to 30ppm (A4 portrait)[*7] / 60ipm at 300dpi
600dpi resolution (1200dpi interpolated) [*4]

[3] Optional free download from the Brother Solutions Centre http://solutions.brother.com
[4] All available with supplied software

User interface

[5] Some options may require additional download or subscription
[6] Capacity varies dependent on paper weight

9.3cm LCD colour touchscreen

[7] Document sizes larger than A4, but not exceeding A3, can be scanned (single-side) using
carrier sheet

LED and rubber keys

[8] Must be web connected
[9] Windows® only

Scan to...

[10] Can scan documents longer than A4 size. When using Brother (TWAIN/ISIS) to scan at 200
dpi, the maximum scanning length is 5,000 mm

Email server, apps, cloud [*5,8]
Email, image, OCR, file, SharePoint®, Windows® Web Services, USB Host, Network
(SMB), FTP/SFTP

PDF (single, multi, archive, searchable, secure, signed), JPEG, TIFF (single, multi),
XPS

www.brother.eu

Included software / drivers

Brother House, 1 Tame Street, Audenshaw, Manchester M34 5JE
Tel: +44(0)161 330 6531 Fax: +44(0)161 330 5520
Website: www.brother.eu

Contact:

Windows Mac[*3] Windows Mac[*3]

Brother International Europe Ltd

Control Center 4, Nuance® PaperPort 14 SE, ABBYY® FineReader Professional v.11,
ABBYY® PDF Transformer+, Remote Set-up, BRAdmin Professional [*3,9].
Drivers - TWAIN 2.2, WIA, ISIS
Control Center 2, ABBYY® FineReader Professional, Remote Set-up.
Drivers - TWAIN 2.2, ICA
Control Center 4, Nuance® PaperPort 14 SE, ABBYY® FineReader Sprint v.12,
ABBYY® PDF Transformer+, Remote Set-up, BRAdmin Professional [*3,*9].
Drivers - TWAIN 2.2, WIA, ISIS
Control Center 2, ABBYY® FineReader Sprint v.12, Remote Set-up.
Drivers - TWAIN 2.2, ICA

Security features
Active Directory, Secure Function Lock, LDAP Authentication, Setting Lock
All specifications correct at time of printing. Brother is a registered trademark of Brother Industries Ltd.
Brand product names are registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies.

